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FICHA DE APLICACIÓN DOMICILIARIA N° 05 

TÍTULO DE LA UNIDAD: “ASUMIMOS UNA CULTURA DE PREVENCIÓN” 

TEMA: LOOKING FOR A JOB 

ÁREA: ENGLISH NIVEL: SECUNDARIA GRADO Y SECCIÓN: 4° A-B-C-D 

DOCENTE: ANA CECILIA QUISPE FLORES 

COMPETENCIA CAPACIDAD DESEMPEÑO 

LEE DIVERSOS TIPOS 
DE TEXTOS ESCRITOS 
EN INGLÉS COMO 
LENGUA EXTRANJERA. 

 Reflexiona y evalúa el 
contenido y contexto del 
texto. 

 

 Responde preguntas de comprensión 
de texto y de vocabulario relevante 
sobre empleos y profesiones, 
diferenciando las ideas principales de 
las secundarias. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

LOOKING FOR A JOB                            
(Adjectives - Vocabulary) 

 

ACTIVITY 01: CHOOSE SOME ADJECTIVES TO COMPLETE THE BOXES. 
 

          *hard-working         * independent          *creative         *sociable         *well-organised      

          *fun         *good at teamwork           *good at time management               *imaginative       

         *good with people              *competitive                 *physically fit                  *productive      

         *good at money making            * good at following orders                    *smart and clean       

         *polite                  * patient                  *confident         *clever       *good at giving orders 

 

JOB ADJECTIVE 01 ADJECTIVE 02 ADJECTIVE 03 

A DOCTOR    

A TEACHER    

A NURSE    

A POLICEMAN    

A SCIENTIFIC    

A SALESMAN    

 
 
 
 
 

 

PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE: PRACTICE AT HOME 
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ACTIVITY 02: ANSWER THE QUESTIONS ACCORDING THE TEXT. 

 
Reading: My job 

 
I am a Doctor, also known as Physician, I’m a licensed health professional who maintain and restore 
human health through the practice of medicine. I’m responsible for examining patients, reviewing 
their medical history, diagnose illnesses or injuries, administer treatment and counsel patients on 
their health and well- being.  
 
For this job, you need special qualifications. Of course, you also need to be good at thinking 
analytically so fast to save the life of the patient, doctors should have fantastic organizational and 
time management skills, the ability to make effective decisions and an innate ability to manage 
change.  
 

I find my job really interesting. In nowadays, we are helping people but it can get a bit exhausted 
sometimes, for example when I go to the hospital for the COVID-19. And it can also be a little 
dangerous, especially when I haven’t the required material. But on the whole, I really love my work. I 
can’t imagine doing anything else. 

                                                                                                                                            THANK YOU. 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS: 

 

I. Would you like to work as a doctor? Why? Why not? 

 

     ________________________________________________________________________________ 

        ________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

II. Complete the expressions according the text. 

 

1. What does he do? He works as a   _____________________________________________ 

 

2. What about his responsibilities?   _____________________________________________ 

 

3. What skills does he need?   ___________________________________________________ 

 

4. What’s his job like?   __________________________________________________________ 

                   
 

 WHAT I LEARNED? 

 
METACOGNITION: THINK AND 

ANSWER 

a. What did we learn today? 

------------------------------------------- 

b. Why is it useful?  

-------------------------------------------- 

                                         

SUGGESTIONS  

 
 “Stay at home” “Quédate en casa” 

 Say polite words to your family. 

Thanks, please, have a nice day! 

 

Thanks for your attention  


